Environmental Policy Statement
Established since 1982, Wan Chung Construction Co., Ltd. has provided building construction,
interior design fitting-out and property maintenance services to the Government and private sector
nearly 39 years. The scope of our works is the construction of buildings, Construction of civil
engineering works (site formation), design and building activities to keep, restore and improve the
facilities of buildings and surroundings. They also apply to our operation including activities,
products, services or purchases within offices and / or construction sites.
Environmental protection is a management responsibility to which WAN CHUNG has a strong
commitment to complying with legal requirements and with other requirements, including
customer satisfaction and expectation to which WAN CHUNG sub-scribes which relate to its
organization context, interested parties needs and expectation, risk and opportunity, environmental
aspects, prevention of pollution and resources saving. Our environmental management system is
focused on continual improvement to enhance environmental performance in Source Reduction,
Recycling / Reuse, Control, Disposal to making the earth polluted as little as possible and
Sustainable Resource Use to demand more sustainable in the way we use resources. The following
principals are basic to achieving the objective:
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To consider a priority in overall planning, design, use and development of
environmental friendly products and processes.
To encourage and develop modes of recycling/reuse which recover a
useable material from waste material or reuse a waste for beneficial
purposes.
To save resources, save energy, reduce overall emissions and waste
generation.
To dispose/discharge in proper manner if employed to the greatest extent
possible.
To prevent and reduce waste, being more efficient in the way we use
resources and using more renewable resources.
To establish and periodic review of measurable goals and actual
performance against the goals.

The Safety, Health and Environmental Management Committee is in overall policymaking,
organizing, planning, implementing, measuring performance as well as review on all
environment-related matters. Each project has to program for the execution of protective measures
and sustainable resource use. And environmental protection practices and compliance are
everyone’s responsibility. WAN CHUNG wishes to educate, train and motivate employees to
conduct their operations in an environmentally responsible manner and encourages suggestions
from them for improvements in the field of environmental protection.
The policy statement and any revision shall be brought to the notice of everyone working for or on
behalf of WAN CHUNG by training and by posted it up. This policy statement shall be reviewed
annually.
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